Shape discrimination in the hippocampus using an MDL model.
We extend recent work on building 3D statistical shape models, automatically, from sets of training shapes and describe an application in shape analysis. Using an existing measure of model quality, based on a minimum description length criterion, and an existing method of surface re-parameterisation, we introduce a new approach to model optimisation that is scalable, more accurate, and involves fewer parameters than previous methods. We use the new approach to build a model of the right hippocampus, using a training set of 82 shapes, manually segmented from 3D MR images of the brain. We compare the results with those obtained using another previously published method for building 3D models, and show that our approach results in a model that is significantly more specific, general, and compact. The two models are used to investigate the hypothesis that there are differences in hippocampal shape between age-matched schizophrenic and normal control subgroups within the training set. Linear discriminant analysis is used to find the combination of shape parameters that best separates the two subgroups. We perform an unbiased test that shows there is a statistically significant shape difference using either shape model, but that the difference is more significant using the model built using our approach. We show also that the difference between the two subgroups can be visualised as a mode of shape variation.